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Materials and Methods 
Seismic tomographic methods and model parameterization 

A recently developed code for multi-dataset tomographic joint inversion is employed 
in this study (23, 34-36), in which the absolute travel-time residuals from local earthquake 
data and the relative travel-time residuals from teleseismic data are simultaneously 
minimized. For the travel-time calculation, we used the modified pseudobending method 
in three-dimensional (3-D) spherical coordinates (37, 38), and retraced the local and 
teleseismic rays after each iteration with a nonlinear approximation. The 3-D velocity 
model is parameterized with a spatial grid of 15 km in longitude and latitude and 
incremental depth nodes from -10 to 160 km as shown in Table S1. The initial 1-D P-wave 
velocity (VP) model follows the ak135 global 1-D model (39) but employs a local 1-D 
model (3) for the shallowest 20-km depth (Table S1). 

Since the number of local earthquake absolute P-wave arrival times is 10 times more 
than the teleseismic differential arrival time dataset, these two datasets should not be 
weighted equally. However, in this study we weighted both types of data equally but 
decoupled their mutual influence with a two-step approach (23). We inverted the local 
earthquake data for a 3-D P-wave crustal model first, and then used the resulting 3-D model 
as an initial model for the joint inversion of both local and teleseismic data in the second 
step. In this way, the residuals of local seismic data have been reduced as much as possible 
in the first inversion and do not dominate the following joint inversion. After 8 iterations 
(4 with local earthquake data alone and 4 with joint inversion), the total residual RMS 
decreases from 0.282 to 0.134 s, a 52% reduction. Fig. S1 shows that all station residuals 
are reduced significantly after the two-step inversion. By extensively testing the 
regularization parameters, a damping factor of 40 and a smoothing factor of 30 were chosen 
for the final analyses (Fig. S2). 

Because the Yellowstone local earthquake data set (3) is used in this study, the upper-
crustal low velocity body (LVB) in our model is very similar to that of (3) in geometry but 
is greater in size and anomaly magnitude. The greater size and magnitude may mainly arise 
from differences in coordinates and ray tracing methods between our code and the open-
source program simulps14 used in (3). The spherical coordinates we used tend to trace 
shorter paths than the flattened Cartesian coordinates do, and in turn require slower low 
velocity anomalies to compensate for the shorter/faster path. The coordinate effect would 
be more significant for the teleseismic data on a scale of over 200 km (40). In this sense, 
rather than using the existing local model of (3), it is also better to re-invert the local 
earthquake data in spherical coordinates to achieve consistency with the teleseismic data. 

 
 

Resolution tests with checkerboard and characteristic models 
We conducted conventional seismic tomography checkerboard tests and 

characteristic-model synthetic tests for resolution assessment. In the checkerboard test, we 
input a checkerboard-like model with -5% and 5% variations in P-wave velocity (VP), 
interchanging two nodes at a time horizontally and three nodes at a time vertically except 
for the top two nodes. Results show generally good recovery at each depth slice (Fig. S3). 
Velocity variations between 8 and 14 km, 35 and 50 km, and 100 and 130 km are resolved 
relatively poorer compared to other depths because the velocities there vary sharply in three 
dimensions rather than primarily laterally as in the other depth slices. 
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A characteristic model was designed according to the model images we obtained in 
Fig. 3, with four prominent low velocity anomalies (LVA). The LVAs at 4-14 and 20-40 
km represent the upper and lower magma reservoirs, and the other two deep LVAs 
represent the plume-like feature and localized mantle velocity anomaly to the northwest 
and southeast of the caldera (Fig. S4). Performing inversions using local data alone, 
teleseismic data alone, and with both types of data, the results clearly demonstrate the 
capability of the joint inversion to resolve the entire crustal magmatic system. The results 
also show the robust nature of the separation between the two LVAs in the crust. However, 
because of a smearing effect caused by the similar incident angles of sub-vertical 
teleseismic incoming rays, the bottom of the lower-crustal LVA is smeared downward to 
connect with the plume anomaly, as we saw in the real data inversion (Fig. 3C). This 
similarity implies that the bottom of the lower crustal reservoir is possibly shallower than 
imaged in our model. Thus, this reservoir likely lies within the crust, i.e., above ~45 km in 
the Yellowstone area (26) as shown in Fig. 4. The results of another negative test of a 
characteristic model without the lower-crustal LVA are also displayed in Fig. S5, 
confirming that the existence of a lower-crustal LVA is resolvable and robust although a 
slight smearing anomaly in the lower crust is present. 

To further test how noise in the data causes smearing, we introduced random noise 
centered at 0 s with a standard deviation of 0.13 s (based on the RMS travel time residuals 
of the final real-data inversion) into the synthetic travel times (Fig. S6). The results show 
that the smearing at the bottom of the lower-crustal LVB and some streaking artifacts are 
enhanced (indicated by black arrows); however, the main features we interpret clearly 
remain and are not likely due to data noise. 

 
Resolvability index translation 

Based on the results of the checkerboard test, we translated the model recovery level 
into a resolvability index, R (36, 41), which is defined as 
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where Vt are the true velocities (i.e., from a known synthetic model) and Vr are the 
recovered velocities at nodes denoted by indices i, j, k in 3-D space. This resolvability 
factor is then operated over a defined range by a desired number of nodes, n. A larger value 
of n produces a smoother map and vice versa. We chose n = 5 in this case, which is slightly 
larger than the perturbation wavelength (n = 3) in the checkerboard test and generally 
produces good results. R ranges from 0 to 1, in which R = 1 represents the velocity anomaly 
is 100% recovered (nodes with significant ray crossing), R = 0.5 indicates 0% recovered 
(nodes with no rays crossing), and R = 0 denotes a velocity that is −100% perturbed 
(unstable inversion nodes). The corresponding R index and the derivative weighted sum 
(DWS) (42) map at different depths are also shown in Fig. S3. The DWS at each velocity 
model node can be viewed as a proxy for the ray density. Compared to the recovery of the 
checkerboard tests, R = 0.6 is considered a reasonable lower bound for a resolvable area 
(36). R is therefore used as an index to shade areas with values smaller than 0.6 as in Fig. 
2 and 3. 
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Estimate of Fresnel zone widths 
Following the derivation (43) in a 3-D homogenous medium, a simplified calculation 

of a Fresnel zone width, f, is as follows: 

𝑓𝑓 = 2 �𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆(𝐿𝐿−𝜆𝜆)
𝐿𝐿

�
1
2                                                   (S2) 

where λ is the wavelength, L is the total distance between source and receiver, and d is the 
distance from the source or receiver. Given the 1-s period of teleseismic P-waves used and 
the ~6 km/s average crustal VP, the wavelength of a teleseismic wave is 6 km. Using the 
Taup toolkit (44) with the ak135 global 1-D model (39) for a distance range of 30° to 90°, 
the length of the ray path, L, is calculated to be ~3,600 and ~11,350 km for the 30° and 90° 
epicentral distances of the teleseismic data, respectively. For an example lower-crustal 
LVB at 20-40 km, assuming d is 30 km from the receiver, we will then have a Fresnel zone 
width of ~27 km for either the shortest (30°) or the longest (90°) epicentral distances. This 
calculation shows that the 1-s teleseismic P-wave data that we used in the study are able to 
resolve any structure with a radius larger than ~27 km, for which the imaged lower-crustal 
LVB is much larger. However, considering the typical dimensions observed at field 
outcrops, the volcanic dikes inferred to exist between the two crustal LVBs cannot be 
detected seismically in this case. 

 
Velocity anomalies caused by temperature 

Granite and the mafic granulite are widely accepted as the primary composition of the 
Snake River Plain upper and lower crust, respectively (5). As a part of the Snake River 
Plain bimodal silicic-basaltic volcanic sequence, the crustal composition beneath the 
Yellowstone caldera is likely similar. From laboratory experiments with a global 
compilation dataset (45), mafic granulite has an average VP of ~6.8 km/s and a temperature 
coefficient of −0.52 × 103 km/s/°C. Assuming the mantle plume is the dominant heat 
source and perfectly transfers the heat into the lowermost crust, we can then use the excess 
temperature of the plume to assess the velocity reduction in the lower crust. Previous 
studies have suggested the excess temperature of the Yellowstone plume to be 55-120 K 
(2, 46). Using this value together with the temperature coefficient of mafic granulite gives 
a VP decrease of 0.029-0.062 km/s, corresponding to a 0.4-0.9% velocity reduction. Thus, 
the composition and the temperature variations are not likely to be large enough to explain 
the high VP reductions observed in the lower crust and require an additional source, such 
as partial melts, to account for the observation. For the upper-crustal rhyolitic reservoir, 
the melt fraction calculation uses a relation that has taken in situ high temperatures into 
account (13). 

 
Volume estimate of crustal magma bodies 

Quantifying the uncertainties of tomographic inversions is challenging. In this study, 
we tend to be conservative and provide a lower-bound estimate, e.g. 5% VP reduction. We 
then discretize the model space into 8 km3 cubes and integrate those within a 5% contour 
of VP reduction to obtain the total volumes. Note that the bottom of the lower crustal 
reservoir is fixed at the Moho depth of 45 km (26) for calculation because of its relatively 
poorer resolution (Fig. S6). Different volume estimates using different choices of VP 
reduction are shown in Fig. S7. Based on the previous section, temperature anomalies could 
contribute up to 1% of the VP reduction. Moreover, thermal considerations suggest that the 
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volume of basaltic magma parental to the rhyolite will be at least three to five times greater 
than that of derivative silicic magma (27). Because choosing a VP reduction greater than 
6% results in a volume ratio smaller than 3 (Fig. S7C), we therefore narrow the possible 
range of VP reduction to 2-6 %. The range then results in volumes of 8,000-18,000 km3 
for the upper crustal reservoir and 30,000-116,000 km3 for lower crustal one, respectively. 
The volume gradient with respect to the VP reduction also reveals that the boundary of 
upper crustal reservoir is much sharper than that of the lower crustal reservoir (Figure S7A). 

 
Melt fraction of crustal magma bodies 

A relationship between absolute P-wave and S-wave velocities with respect to various 
porosities with melt and fluid saturations has been determined by (13) based on an 
assumption of a fluid-saturated porous material consisting of granite and a mixture of 
rhyolite melt and water and CO2 at a temperature of 800°C and pressure at 5 km depth (0.1 
GPa) for an upper-crust rhyolitic magma body beneath the Yellowstone caldera. Following 
this relation, we averaged the VP over the volume of the upper-crustal LVB and get 5.21 
km/s. Introducing this value into the relation gives ~9% porosity (i.e., melt fraction). Note 
that this relation assumes all pore fluids are in the equilibrium state throughout the pore 
space. Theoretically, we can derive a similar relation for the lower-crustal magma reservoir 
by replacing rhyolite with basalt and granite with granulite. However, this relation would 
rely on absolute velocity information, which is inherently lost when demeaned relative 
travel times of the teleseimic data are used. So for the structures mainly constrained by the 
teleseismic data, e.g. for depths greater than 20 km based on our tests (Fig. S4, S5, S6), 
this relation may not be applicable. Thus, a melt-fraction relation with respect to the VP 
perturbation for the upper mantle peridotite-basalt-melt system is taken (47, 48), by 
assuming similar elastic properties between the lower crust and the uppermost mantle 
beneath the Yellowstone caldera. This assumption is approximate but likely close to reality 
because of the high velocity and dense underplated layers that have been reported for the 
Snake River Plain (5, 33). According to different partial derivatives with different shapes 
and states of melt inclusions (Table S2), and given an average VP reduction of 6.56% 
calculated over the VP =-5% contour of the lower-crustal LVB, we estimate a 2-5% melt 
fraction (Table S2). Because the Yellowstone magmatic system inflates and deflates at 
rates of ~2-3 cm/yr (5), i.e., based on historic GPS measurements, and the extraordinary 
thermal and CO2 degassing properties require a contribution from the deep basaltic 
reservoir (7, 8), the relaxed state that represents the pressure equilibrium inclusions with 
high connectivity and mobility of melts is more preferable in this case. Thus, using the VP 
reduction derivatives of 3.6% (Table S2) gives us a ~2% melt fraction and a potential melt 
volume of 900 km3. Since the existence of water and gas bubbles can also lower the seismic 
velocity (13), these estimates should be regarded as an upper bound for melt fraction. 

 
CO2 depletion time of crustal magma bodies 

We convert the daily CO2 surface emission rate (45,000 ± 16,000 tons/day) into an 
annual emission rate of 1.642×1010 kg/yr. Assuming that 50% of the degassed output 
originates from the subsurface magma, as estimated by carbon and helium isotopes (28), 
the annual emission rate of CO2 contributed from the magma is 8.21×109 kg/yr. Given the 
parameters listed in Table S3, the total CO2 mass dissolved within a magma reservoir can 
then be calculated as the following:  
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𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 = 𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 × 𝑟𝑟 = 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 × 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 × 𝑟𝑟                                (S3) 
where 𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡  and 𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2  are the mass of the melts and the dissolved CO2. Replacing 
𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡  with the product of density 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 , and volume 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 , and given the CO2 
abundance, r, we obtain estimates of the current dissolved CO2 mass of 8.4×1011 kg and 
2.7×1013 kg for the upper- and lower-crustal LVBs, respectively. The summed CO2 mass 
of the two LVBs divided by the annual emission rate of magma-contributed CO2 then 
results in a ~3,300 year CO2 depletion time assuming no replenishment from the mantle 
source. 

The high intensity of the Yellowstone hydrothermal system has been suggested to be 
active for ~15,000 years or longer (29). If we assume the entire magma reservoir is a 
consequence of the solidification of previous melts, the onset time of CO2 degassing can 
then be estimated by replacing the melt volume (e.g. 9%) with the solidified portion of the 
magma body volume (e.g. 91%) in Eq. S3. Similar calculations have been previously done 
for the rhyolitic magma reservoir (6, 13) and gave ~1000 years, which is far less than the 
15,000 years for the age of the hydrothermal system and therefore led to a claim of 
additional basaltic input (6, 7, 13). Introducing the magma body volume obtained in this 
study, we obtain 1,100 and 160,000 years ago for the CO2 onset time for the rhyolitic and 
basaltic reservoirs, respectively. The rhyolite estimate agrees well with those in previous 
studies, and the basalt estimate gives a time an order of magnitude longer than ~15,000 
years, and between the occurrence of the youngest rhyolite flow (70 ka) and the caldera 
forming eruption (0.64 Ma) (1). This implies that the imaged lower crustal basaltic 
reservoir is sufficient to sustain the overlying rhyolitic reservoir and to supply the large 
discharge of CO2, although whether the CO2 from the basaltic reservoir always goes 
through the overlying rhyolitic reservoir or in part through some direct path to the surface 
is unknown. Finally, we point out that the lateral migration of gas and potential ground 
water level change after the last glaciation termination at ~14,000 years (29) are also 
variables that hinder the calculation from being more detailed. 
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Fig. S1. Averaged seismic station P-wave time residual map before and after the 
joint inversion. Initial residuals of local earthquake arrival times (A) and teleseismic 
differential times (B) before inversion, and final residuals of local earthquake arrival 
times (C) and teleseismic differential times (D) after the inversion. 
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Fig. S2 Trade-off curve tests for damping and smoothing parameters. The labeled 
black dots are different damping and smoothing values we tested, and the labeled red dots 
are the final choices used for the inversion. 
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Fig. S3 Inverted P-wave velocity model, checkerboard test, and derivative weighted 
sum (DWS) at each depth.  
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Fig. S3 Inverted P-wave velocity model, checkerboard test, and derivative weighted 
sum (DWS) at each depth (continued).  
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Fig. S3 Inverted P-wave velocity model, checkerboard test, and derivative weighted 
sum (DWS) at each depth (continued). Black thick solid, dashed, and thin dotted lines 
denote the Yellowstone caldera, resurgent domes in the caldera, and the state borders, 
respectively. Green lines represent the tectonic division of the Eastern Snake River Plain. 
The locations of cross-sections are shown on the depth slice of 2 km. Stations are indicated 
as black triangles in the left and middle columns. On the right column, red and blue 
triangles represent the stations that record and do not record the local earthquakes, 
respectively. Note that teleseismic earthquakes are recorded by both the red and blue 
stations. Yellow circles and cyan contours show the local earthquake distribution and the 
translated resolvability, R, from Eq. S1 at different depths. 
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Fig. S4 Characteristic model test for local earthquake, teleseismic, and joint 
inversions. The input model (A) and the recovered images from the inversion with local 
data alone (B), with teleseismic data alone (C), and jointly with local and teleseismic data 
together (D). Blue dotted lines denote the approximate boundaries of input LVAs. 
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Fig. S5 Characteristic model test without the lower-crustal anomaly for local 
earthquake, teleseismic, and joint inversions. The input model (A) and the recovered 
images from the inversion with local data alone (B), with teleseismic data alone (C), and 
jointly with local and teleseismic data together (D). Blue dotted lines denote the 
approximate boundaries of input LVAs. 
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Fig. S6 Characteristic model test with noise level of 0.13 s. Testing the smearing with 
noise for a model with (A) 4 LVAs, (B) with 3 LVAs (without lower crustal anomaly), and 
(C) with 2 LVAs (without lower crustal anomaly and plume). All results are by joint 
inversion of local earthquake and teleseismic data. Blue dotted lines denote the 
approximate boundaries of input LVAs shown in Fig. S4A. Black arrows indicate the 
smearing artifacts. 
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Fig. S7 Volume estimate and ratio with different VP reduction (%). (A) Estimates of 
magma reservoir volume; (B) Estimates of partial melt volume; and (C) Ratio between 
upper and lower crustal magma reservoir volume. 
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Table S1. Initial 1-D P-wave velocity model used in this study. 
Model 
nodes at 
depth (km) 

P-wave 
velocity 
(km/s) 

-10.0 3.700 
-4.0 3.800 
2.0 5.240 
4.0 5.420 
8.0 5.650 
14.0 6.120 
20.0 6.300 
35.0 6.500 
50.0 7.500 
70.0 8.015 
100.0 8.048 
130.0 8.080 
160.0 8.156 
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Table S2. Reference partial derivatives of P-wave velocity with respect to melt 
fraction. Velocity reduction derivatives are in percentage. The unrelaxed state and the 
relaxed state represent the conditions of isolated inclusions and pressure-equalized 
inclusions. VP, P-wave velocity (km/s); F, melt fraction (%). Numbers in parentheses 
denote references.  

−∂ln𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃/dF  Melt inclusion description 
1.23 Unrelaxed state, dihedral angle typical (48) 
2.9 Unrelaxed state, organized cuspate shape (47) 
3.6 Relaxed state, organized cuspate shape (47) 
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Table S3. Geophysical and geochemical parameters used for the CO2 calculation. 
Numbers in parentheses denote references. 

Magma 
type 

Density 
(kg/km3) 

CO2 abundance in 
the melts (ppm) 

Reservoir 
volume (km3) 

Melt volume 
(km3) 

Basalt 2.9×1012 (28) 10,000 (6) 46,000 (*) 900 (*) 
Rhyolite 2.2×1012 (13) 400 (6) 10,000 (*) 900 (*) 

* derived from this study. 
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